PREFACE

The aim of the dissertation is to show how asceticism figures as a recurrent motif in Indo-Anglian fiction and the different types of images of the holy man one gets from a careful study of the most representative Indian novels in English.

The work is divided into six chapters. The introductory chapter deals with the evolution of asceticism through the centuries and the place of the holy man in the socio-cultural life of India.

The second chapter traces the image of the holy man as a true Indian ascetic as revealed in Kamala Markandaya's two novels - A Silence of Desire and Possession.

The third chapter shows the holy man as a fake retreating into his original self as presented by Bhabani Bhattacharya in his He Who Rides a Tiger.

The fourth chapter concerns itself with the image of the holy man as a fraud-turned honest as found in R.K. Narayan's The Guide.

The fifth chapter seeks to present the image of the holy man as humanised as depicted in Bhabani Bhattacharya's A Dream in Hawaii.
An attempt is made in the concluding chapter to show briefly how the holy man is treated by a few other Indian novelists in English.

A study of these images of the holy man reveals how, in consonance with the image of a more rationalized secular approach which modern India presents, the modern Indian writer in English is creatively responding to traditional perspectives and cultural concepts in fictional terms.
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